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ABSTRACT
Europium Telluride is a face centered cubic antiferromagnetic 
insulator at low temperature. The magnetic ordering is type two.
We performed a calculation of the spin wave dispersion relation 
from a Hamiltonian consisting of Heisenberg exchange interaction 
between first and second nearest neighbors, plus anisotropy terms 
which arise from the fact that the spin magnetic moments are 
confined to 111 planes with a weak preference for -1-12 directions 
in the planes. The calculated spin wave energies were used to 
obtain the magnon contribution to the low temperature specific 
heat. We took values of the first and second neighbor exchange 
constants, and and of the "out of plane" and "in plane" 
anisotropy constants, and D2, which were consistent with 
measured values of the spin wave energies for k = 0. Our and 
J2 values which reproduced the specific heat curve were
J n J,
~  = 0.07 ± 0.02 K and —  = -0.21 ± 0.02°K .
While these are somewhat larger than molecular field theory predicts 
for EuTe, we have an independent check. The results of a Green's 
function calculation, relating the Neel temperature, Tjj, to 
and J2 predicts for
a value of of 9.76 ± ,41°K, compared to the experimental 9.81°K. 
The agreement is quite good.
A similar calculation of the spin wave energies and magnon 
contribution to the low temperature specific heat of Europium 
Selenide was performed. We computed the energies from the same 
Hamiltonian as was used for EuTe, taking account of the fact that 
the spin structure is different for EuSe. We calculated the spin 
wave energies for the observed spin structures where the spins 
alternate m  and t m  in successive 111 planes. The former 
is reported to exist for T:1.9°K-* 2.7°K and possibly below 
1.6°K, while the latter for T:3°K -* 4°K. For the range of 
temperature ,6°K S T £ 1.6°K, we were able to obtain fair fits 
to the experimental specific heat curve for
Di
: .16°K - ,20°K : -,15°K - -.07°K
as
J9 D?
— ■ : -,16°K - -.20°K : -.1432°K - -,0632°K ,
and for 1.9°K £ T ^  2.7°K, for
Di
~  : .13°K - .17°K : -,12°K - -.06°K
as
: -.13°K - -. 17°K ~  : -,11°K - -.05°K .
In the 3-4°K range, we were unable to reproduce the experimental 
specific heat curve for values of the exchange and anisotropy
viii
constants near those quoted here. Spin wave theory probably breaks 
down in this range because it is getting near the Neel temperature, 
» 4.6°K.
I. INTRODUCTION
EuTe is an antiferromagnetic insulator (Neel Temperature 
of 9.81cfe) at low temperature. It has the NaCl chemical structure, 
with magnetic structure face centered cubic, type two ordering.
Figure 1 illustrates this. The total spin at each site is 7/2, 
resulting from the seven unpaired 4£ electrons. The spin magnetic 
moments are shown parallel to the crystal z-axis for easier illustra­
tion. They are in fact parallel to (111) planes with a weak 
preference for the -1-12 direction. All spins in a 111 plane are 
parallel, but antiparallel to those in adjacent 111 planes. The 
nearest neighbor environment is shown in Table 1. Each atom has 
twelve nearest neighbors of which six are of parallel alignment, 
and six antiparallel. It also has six next nearest neighbors, 
all of which are antiparallel. In Figure 1, the vectors A, B and C* 
are the primitive translation vectors for the unit chemical cell
•*» ^ H
while A, B, and C serve for the unit magnetic cell. The volume of 
the chemical cell which is given by the triple scalar product of the 
appropriate primitive vectors is one-half that of the magnetic cell 
which is similarly obtained.
I
1

TABLE 1
Parallel Antiparallel Next
nearest nearest nearest
neighbors neighbors neighbors
II. HAMILTONIAN
We begin by writing down a Hamiltonian following Lines and 
Jones,^
H = £ J.. S. ■ S. + D, S Sj + D„ S sj (1)i:j i j 1 t ix 2 i iy
The first term represents the Heisenberg exchange interaction
between two spins. The exchange parameters J..
J
depend only on the magnitude of the distance separating the two 
spin magnetic moments in question. We sum "i" over all the spins in
the crystal, and "j” summed over first and second neighbors of each
spin "i". The J„ are taken to be zero for all neighbors greater than 
next nearest. The second and third terms represent the anisotropy. 
Following Lines and Jones, we denote them by "effective anisotropy 
fields". This is done as follows. We place an anisotropy field at 
site i which has components along the x and y*directions. The 
components of the field are proportional to the vector deviations
_» A  -*
of from the z direction. Thus, if at site i, tilts away from
/V A
z so as to have a component S. along x, then the anisotropy field 
in the x direction will be proportional to Six but acting in the 
-x direction. Thus the energy term resulting from the interaction 
between the spin deviation in the x direction and the anisotropy 
field in that direction will be proportional to S. *(-S. ) or -S? .
XX IX XX
This is in accord with the term in (1) because, as we later
discover*D, is negative. The same argument holds for the S. term 1 iy
in (1). The Hamiltonian is referred to the following set of axes.
5x = 73
1 , A A,
y = (-i+j> (2)
"z - (-i-^ +2lc) , where
y and *z are mutually orthogonal and lie in a 111 plane, while x 
represents the 111 direction. The equilibrium spin direction is 
is the "out of plane" anisotropy constant. It is the result of 
this that the spins are confined to the 111 planes. is the 
"in plane" anisotropy constant which causes the spins weakly to pre­
fer the -1-12 equilibrium direction in the plane. The equilibrium 
spin orientation was determined by J. W. Battles,^ who performed anti­
ferromagnetic resonance measurements on EuTe. In his discussion of 
anisotropy, he characterizes EuTe as a "uniaxial, easy plane antiferro- 
magnet". This refers to the fact that the 111 direction is a "hard" di­
rection, that is, it is difficult to get the spin magnetic moments to line 
up with a 111 direction. On the other hand, it is relatively easy 
to change the direction of alignment within a 111 plane via an 
applied magnetic field. Thus, the "out of plane" anisotropy, which 
arises mainly from dipole dipole interactions, is considerably 
smaller than the "in plane" anisotropy.
III. DIAGONALI2ATION OF THE HAMILTONIAN
The Hamiltonian is diagonalized by making a
3
series of transformations, following Reissland and Begum. There 
is a discrepancy between our result and theirs, so as a further 
check we refer to a procedure of Lines and Jones'*' who transform to 
oscillator coordinates and their corresponding momenta, and ultimately 
get H into the form of uncoupled simple harmonic oscillators.
Reissland and Begum start with the same Hamiltonian as Lines and
Jones, equation (1). The spin operators are broken down into
components along the 111 direction and two orthogonal directions 
within a 111 plane. Transformation is then made to the spin raising 
and lowering operators given by
st = S. ± iS. (3)
i i x  xy
Thus the spin at site "i" is
= %(st+Si)x + |fT-(s"t-S^ )y + S? £. (4)
The magnetic structure is considered to be composed of 2 sublattices, 
the "a" or up sublattice, and the "b" or down sublattice. They 
begin by making the Holstein-Primakoff transformations given in 
(5) and (6).
6
7s+b . . m
aj<1"^ii)% (5) sbj - -^d-i5i)% bj (6)
Sz. = S-ata Sz = -Sfbtb.
aJ J J DJ J J
Xf we take the a^'s and to obey Bose commutation rules, then
these operators satisfy the commutation rules of the spin operators, 
namely ,
[sZ,S*] = ±6±jS± (7a) , [s+ s'] = 26.jS.Z (7b)
4 5A treatment of these operators is given by Kittel, and Callawayi 
These transformations are next approximated as follows
S+J ~  A s  a . S*. »/Z5'b+
S3 j «  /2S1 a j (8) s;. o y S b .  (9)
z + z +S . = S-aTa. S f. = -S+bTb. .
aJ j J bj j j *
These satisfy (7a), however, substitution into (7b), yields, for 
example
[Sib»Sjbl " 2S{b+bj - b.bt] = -285^ j (10)
with a similar result for the "a11 sublattice operators. We should 
have obtained 2(-S + These approximations will not lead
to much trouble if the system is almost completely antiferromagnetic 
with only a small number of spin deviations present, which is a good 
approximation in the temperature range we work in. Then, the z direc­
tion will be the equilibrium direction of the spins and S will
+approximately be equal to S. The operator a^  , 
therefore, creates a spin deviation at site "j" on the 
"a" sublattice* Thus, the number operator for the number of 
deviations at "j" on Ma" will be a^ jaj»
Next, Reissland and Begum transform to magnon variables, 
given by
I 2 ilc*X4 , I 2 ^ -ilt'Xi ,
“k'V N ? e “i \ = J i Ee bx
(11) 1 (12)
+ / 2 -ik-Xi + j+ / 2 « ilc^ Xi .+c, - J — S e J a. d, = / — £ e J b .k V N . j k V N . j
J J J
-j*
c^ , for example, creates a magnon of wave vector "k" on the up 
sublattice. These are solved for the a/s and b^’s in the usual 
way and then substituted into H. Let us look at a typical term, 
that for the exchange interaction between a spin on the na,f 
sublattice, and its first nearest neighbors of antiparallel spin, 
namely,
9Here 6 locates the first nearest neighbors of antiparallel spin, 
and is given in Table 1. We take the first term in square brackets, 
and perform the sum over "j" which gives
J1 ckd, V ei<1'6 “ 3l S s V q  [ ? eiq'6] ’ (14)o k q  q 6
where we have made use of the relationship,
1 N£2 iK>Ri _ , . .
N/2 P . 6 6K,0 * ( 5)
J=1
A similar result is obtained for the rest of the terms in the
Hamiltonian. Thus, having performed the sums and having made use
of the fact that the magnon variables obey Bose Commutation rules, 
we obtain for the Hamiltonian
H “ £ K^^k^V+Bk(ck4+ckV+Dk<ckctk+4,1!k+ckc-k+dkd-k>]
-2 J2Z2 NS2 + S {J1 S Z1 yk + S(D^ + D2)] , (16)
1c
where
A^ - 2 J2 s Z2 + ^1 S Z1 ^k + +
Bk = J1 S Z1 y’k + 2 J2 S Z2 Yk" ' <17>
Dk = ^ S(D^ - D2) , and where
and J2 are the first and second neighbor exchange constants 
respectively, is the number of first nearest neighbors (12), 
and Z2 is the number of second nearest neighbors (6). The y's
10
are given by
2 v ik»6
Yk = r S  e
1 6 parallel 
first nn's
“ C^°8 2(kx“V  + C0S f < V kz> + COS f(ky"kz^ ' (18>
V" = §- s eik‘^
k 1 "5, first nn's 
antiparallel
« ~  £cos f(k+ky) + cos §<k+kz) + cos fOy-k^} (19)
1 ^ ik*6*
Yk T  5 e
2 6, second
nn* s
2
= —  [cos ak + cos ak + cos ak } (20)Z2 L x y z v '
The y's carry the "k" dependence of the summand in the expression
for the Hamiltonian. We will now diagonalize H. To do this we
follow the usual equations of motion outlined in Reissland and Begum's
4
paper, and in Kittel. The procedure goes as follows. Pick one of 
the operators appearing in the Hamiltonian, say, c .^ Its commutator 
with H is taken, and the result is set equal to the spin wave energy
times the operator. Thus, for c^ , we obtain
[c ,h] = A c + B d+ + 2D c+ = ftCO c . (21)
q 9 q q q q - q  q q
We now look at this to see which operators are coupled to c^ . Pick­
ing one of them, taking its commutator with H, and Betting the 
result equal to that operator times the spin wave energy yields, 
for d+ ,
q
- B e  - 2D d = dt (22)‘-q»-» q q  q q  q-q q 9
11
We now take the commutator of c with H. The result is
-q
[c+ ,H] = -A c+  - B d -2D c = ftco c+ . (23)
L -q J - q - q  - q - q  q q  q - q  v
We have now exhausted all the operators appearing in (21). How­
ever, looking at (22), we see that is coupled to these others. 
Taking its commutator with H yields
fd ,h] = A d + B c+ + 2D d+ = JttO d 
L -q’ -q-q -q-q q q  q -q
(24)
This completes the list of coupled operators consisting of c^ , 
+ +d ,^ c , and d Treating these equations as simultaneous in 
the operators, in order for non trivial solutions to exist the 
determinant of the coefficients must vanish. Therefore
(A -hOi )
q q
-B
q
-2D
B
q
-(A+#IW )
q q 
o
2D
2D
0
• (A )
q q
B
0
-2D
q
-B
q
= 0 , (25)
where use has been made of the fact that A = A , and B = B .
q -q q -q
The determinant quoted in Reissland and Begum's paper is different 
from this one, and leads to a different dispersion relation for 
the spin waves. The determinant (25), when expanded, yields an
equation which is quadratic in (ftto ) ,
(ft«)4 + [-2A^+2(B^+4D^)}(flWi)2+A^-2(B^+4D^)A^-CB^-4D^)2=0. (26)
12
Solution yields the two branches of the spin wave spectrum,
(*Cd) , = {A2 - B2 - 4D2 ± 4B D ]^ . (27)
±  q q q q q '
In the absence of anisotropy, i.e., = Dg = 0, the two branches
are degenerate. Plots of this are shown in figure 2 for the 
indicated values of the exchange and anisotropy constants. Because 
our dispersion relation differs substantially from Reissland and 
Begum's we note that in Lines and Jones' calculation, they started 
with the same Hamiltonian, made the same transformations to 
Holstein-Primakoff operators, and approximated these in the same 
way as Reissland and Begum. They then went to oscillator 
coordinates and corresponding momenta. In the end, if one 
translates our spectrum to the notation of Lines and Jones, he 
will see that they are the same, if account is taken of the fact 
that while Lines and Jones start with the first term in (1) for the 
Heisenberg exchange part of their Hamiltonian, they must later 
introduce a factor of % onto their exchange constants to take 
account of the fact that the double sum over i and j counts 
interactions twice. Reissland and Begum start with the same term, 
but do not introduce the %. Thus it is necessary to let Reissland 
and Begum's J^ and J^ go into %J^ and %J^ respectively. Reissland 
and Begum appear to go wrong when they take the commutators of H 
with the magnon variables. The conclusion is that Reissland and 
Begum are incorrect. This is apparent since their 
spectrum has two branches which are non degenerate even 
in the absence of anisotropy, the lower branch being identically
Figure 
2
E(k) -•
t f J , *  . 0 6  °k 
^  J g =  - . 2 I 2 °k 
'‘j1 D| - ~ . 1 0 5  °k 
•i 1 D 2 s -  . 0 0 0 1
k = Boltzmann's constantD
units of E(k) - degrees Kelvin
-£=—
100
J-J
14
zero in this case. It later turns out that Reissland and Begum1 s 
lower branch gives a contribution to the specific heat which is much 
too large, and roughly constant, for some of the values of the 
exchange and anisotropy constants for which their upper branch will 
reproduce the experimental heat capacity curve.
In order to get the correct values of the spin wave energies, 
we need to know the numerical values of and J^t the near 
neighbor exchange constants, and of and the anisotropy 
constants. Probably the first place one would look to find values 
of and would be molecular field theory. It predicts for EuTe
and D„. We get them from their experimental values of the spin
E1(0) E (0)
wave energies at k = 0. They give (— r ) = 68 GH and (— r— ) = 2GH .n z ti z
Evaluating our dispersion relation at the origin gives
Converting these energies to degrees Kelvin, and starting
with values of the exchange constants from the range predicted by
J1 J2 
molecular field theory, (28), “jjr= .03°K and-^ - = -,17°K, we
obtain, when we substitute these values into (29) and (30),
(28)
2
Battles antiferromagnetic resonance work provides values of
E1(0) = 2S{D2[D1 + 12(JX + J2)]}^ 
E2(0) = 2S{D1[D2 + 12(J1 + J2)]}% .
(29)
(30)
D1
"£■ «= -*13°K and
D,
Y = -,0001°K . (31)
15
Starting with these values of the anisotropy constants, and (31) 
as beginning values for the exchange constants, we are ready to 
calculate the specific heat*
I
IV. SPECIFIC HEAT
We now compute the magnon contribution to the low temperature 
specific heat of EuTe. All that is needed are the magnon energies 
to be substituted into the standard heat capacity integral which
where 0 is the volume of the unit cell of the crystal, R is the 
gas constant, and k is Boltzmann's constant. The sum is over the 
two branches of the magnon dispersion relation. It is to be noted 
that the sum over allowed k values has been replaced by an integral 
over k. This is done because the periodic boundary conditions 
which determine the number of allowed k values yield a number of 
k values equal to the number of unit cells in the crystal. Since 
we are working with a molar crystal, the number of k values is 
large enough to approximately be continuous over the zone. Hence 
the integral is a good approximation to the sum. The integral is 
over the first Brillouin zone of the magnetic lattice. Figure 1 
gives the primitive translation vectors for the chemical structure 
which is just the face centered cubic. The reciprocal lattice for 
this is just the regular body centered cubic, and the first 
Brillouin zone is the truncated octahedron,one eighth of which 
is shown in Figure 3. The reciprocal space for the magnetic 
structure is constructed from the three primitive vectors for
we take from J. M. Ziman 7
(32)
16
Pigure 
3
4,4,4
Y=Z
0,8,0
Z=0 6,6,0 4,8,0
8,4,0
18
Reciprocal Lattice
Figure 4
19
the magnetic lattice given in Figure 1. The result of so doing is 
the vectors
A 2n  , £  a = —■ C-i - 3 + k)a
a  2tt A  A  A.
b = (i - j - k) (33)
yk 1 A  A  ^
* = I a (i + j + k)
These are identical to the primitive vectors for the regular body 
centered cubic lattice, except for the factor of % appearing in o'. 
Thus, the reciprocal space is just that of the body centered cubic 
plus 2 extra sites per cell located along the 111 direction. This 
is illustrated in Figure 4. The first Brillouin zone for the 
magnetic lattice is constructed in the usual way and is pictured
g
in an article by Daniel and Cracknell. The volume of the magnetic
A  Afirst zone is obtained from the triple scalar product of a, b, 
and above. It is
A  A  A  /2l7\3a x b • c = 2 (— ) ,
2jt 3
compared with 4(— ) for the chemical structure. Because of the3
periodicity of the spin wave energies in k-space, and because of 
the fact that the paramagnetic (chemical) Brillouin zone is better 
known and hence easier to work with, we choose to do the specific 
heat integral over it rather than the magnetic zone. This will 
involve evaluating the energies and the integrand at more points,
but proper account of the weighting factors used in the numerical
evaluation of the integral will take this into account. Hence,
20
our region of integration will be the volume shown in Figure 3
plus its mirror image in the other seven octants. The fact that
the spin wave energies have certain symmetries renders it unnecessary
to perform the integral over the entire zone. To discover which
part of it we need, consider the three y functions defined in
(18), (19), and (20). These carry all of the k dependence of the
energies. Taking Y^"» we see it would not be necessary to
evaluate it at any points outside the first octant because such
points would be characterized by negative values of k^, k^, or k^
and the evenness of the cosine functions would just reproduce the
values in the first octant again. Nor is it necessary to
evaluate y^11 over the entire first octant. Let us split it up
into six volumes like the heavily outlined one in Figure 3 which
we denote V . To get the other five pieces we just take the mirror s
images of this one through the planes bounding it on either side, 
namely, x = y and y = z, and then similarly reflect the resulting 
volumes on either side until the whole octant is filled. The 
volume Vg is defined by the planes
x = N ,  x + y + z = -|n , z = 0, y = z ,  x = y . (34)
Clearly, for example, it would be unnecessary to go above the
plane y = z for Suppose we consider a point y = a and z = b
such that b > a. By merely letting y -» z and z -* y, we are at an
equivalent point in V g as can be seen by the fact that y^1 is
unaffected by any interchanges of k , k , and k . Thus for yl*1x y z k
tliwe only need integrate over 1/48 —  of the whole zone. The other
21
two y's are not quite so simple* They are not quite as symmetric
as y£M. Since we can construct the whole zone by fitting together
48 of these volumes like Vg, we shall try to find out how many 
tillsof these 48 — —  are necessary to take into account the lesser 
symmetry of y^ and yj^ . This is done as follows. The function 
is proportional to
cos -^(k - k ) + cos ^(k - k ) + cos - k ) .2' x y  2 x z 2V y z
If we start out with a triple k , k , k lying inside V , and thenx y z s
go to another point in another V by, say, interchanging one ors
more of the coordinates, or changing signs, then such a new point 
which leaves the above sum of cosines unchanged will be an equivalent 
point for the function y^. What is done, then, is to construct 
a table listing an arbitrary point k^, k^, k^ (denoted x, y, z) 
in V together with all the 47 points equivalent to it as far as 
Y^1' is concerned, inside the 47 other Vg's, Then, since the argument 
of the cosine is all we need consider and, moreover, since the 
cosine is an even function, we only need consider the six functions,
|x - y|, |x - as], |y - z|; |x + y|, |x + z|, |y + z| .
The first three are for y^ while the last three are for y£. Table 
2 lists the values of these functions for the 48 points. Since the 
absolute value functions in a sense represent the cosine functions, 
we can see by inspection of the entries in the table that there are 
only four points which give different values of the spin wave energies, 
and there are eleven additional equivalent points to each of the four.
22
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Table 2 (continued)
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The number to the far right indicates to which of the four types 
a particular point belongs. Thus for two points to be equivalent 
the y functions of one must equal the corresponding y functions, 
of the other, in which case the energies will be the same. We
1 1 tilsee from this that our volume of integration must be 4 x t t c rr —
h-8 12
fclisof the zone. We are at liberty to pick any four of the 1/48 --- ,
as long as they each give different energies at the arbitrary 
point x, y, z. The four we choose are shown in Figure 5. They 
are characterized by
x, y, z; x, -y, z; x, -y, -z; x, y, -z .
As is indicated in Table 2 , the first is of type (1), the second
of type (3), the third of type (2), and the fourth of type (4). Now
that the volume is set up, all that remains is to perform the 
integral. Unfortunately, due to the unwieldy nature of the k 
dependence of the spin wave dispersion relation, the integral must 
be done numerically rather than analytically. This is done as 
follows. First, divide the x-axis up, via a grid, into equal 
segments. The smaller the grid, the better the approximation. We 
then use these grid segments to construct small cubes each centered 
on a £\id point, and each of equal volume. We run these grid points
up the other two axes and similarly throughout all of the volume,
constructing a cube centered on each point. Now, the cubes will 
fill all the zone volume, but points lying on a face or comer, 
for example, will have their cubes partially inside and partially 
outside the zone. We approximate the integral by evaluating the
25
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Figure 5
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integrand at the center of each cubic volume. Then assuming that 
the value of the integrand throughout the cube is the same as its 
value at the center, we multiply this value by the cube volume 
and then by a weighting factor which takes account of whether 
the point lies on a face or corner or entirely inside the zone. 
All these products are added up as an approximation to the 
integral. Thus (32) becomes
C =
where “ S
R 2 ^ i ^ O  2 eEi(kj)/kT
S 5 {^ k T ^  - E-7? 1 ? Wk^AV’ (35)BZ i=l E. (e 1 J /kT - 1) J
Wr> is the weighting factor for the point k., AV is the volume K • 1
J
of the small grid cubes. The number of terms in the sum over k
j
will depend upon the grid chosen. vD_ is the volume of theBZ
mag
magnetic Brillouin zone. The factor of two appearing in the 
denominator arises as follows. The O in the numerator in (32) 
is the volume of the unit cell in-the crystal.
fl = _JL_______ L-
(27r)3/Cl VBZ
where V^z *= volume of chemical Brillouin zone. We just replace
VBZ by its equal, namely, 2 v^z . Now, our integral over k (which
mag
has been approximated by a sum) is over the same volume that appears
in the denominator, namely, that of the magnetic Brillouin zone.
We take account of the v ^  by-including a factor of (p W£ ) ..
k j jmag j J
This is just the sum of the weighting factors which'
27
is proportional to the volume, with proportionality constant 
equal to the volume of the grid cube, AV. The AV in the 
denominator cancels that in the numerator. This is an especially 
convenient way of keeping track of the volume. For one thing, 
we are integrating over twice the volume necessary. Instead,
therefore, of dividing by two, the 2 Wr* will be twice as big
E. 3 3 J
automatically taking care of the two. On the other hand, the
tilintegral is over 1/12—  of the zone which requires multiplying
the result by 12. This is not necessary, again, because the
tilsum of the weights will be 1/12 —  as big as for the whole
zone. Table 3 gives the weight factors for the volume Vg in
Figure 3 when an eight point grid is chosen.
With everything in place, we only need write the program
to compute the integral. One was written for an arbitrary grid.
All that was needed was to feed in a value of N, the number of
divisions along the x-axis, which must be a multiple of four
(see Figure 3). For N *= 8 the eighty-nine points in Table 3
were reproduced along with the correct weights. At each point
in V , the spin wave energies were computed and fed into the s
specific heat formula (35). They were then added to the other
values of the same from the other points so as to build up the
sum over k. in (35). For each point k, k , k in V , we went j ' ' x* y* z s
to its 3 equivalently located points in the other three V 1 ss
by merely sending
28
k-*-k k -*-k k -*-k
k , k , k -- y~-i> k ,-k ,k — -- -^c-k ,-k ,-k  2 ^  ^ ^
x* y* z x* y* z x* y* z x y* z
Once the integral was evaluated, we found that in order to reproduce
q
the experimental specific heat curve, Figure 6 (dotted curve) , 
we required the values
r- = 0.07 ± 0.02°K —  = -0.21 ± 0.02°K
for which (37)
= -0.13°K D 2 o= -0.00010 Kk
are the values of the anisotropy constants consistant with the experi­
mental results of Battles for the magnon energies at the center of the zone. 
The smooth curve in Figure 6 is the result of this calculation. We 
found that for T > 1°K, an eight point grid was sufficient to 
give convergence within the limits of the experimental curve, whereas 
below 1° we needed a thirty-two point grid. The range of values for 
and above will give approximately the same fit to the 
experimental curve as (J /^k) = »07°K and (J^/k) = -.21°K, These 
values of the first and second neighbor exchange constants turn out 
to be somewhat larger than those quoted earlier (28). Fortunately, 
we have a further check. M. Lines^ does a Green's function 
calculation in which he relates the Neel temperature of an anti- 
ferromagnet to the exchange constants and J^. We outline this 
in the next section.
Point
000
100
110
111
200
210
211
220
221
222
300
310
311
320
321
322
330
331
332
333
400
410
29
TABLE 3
Weight Weight Weight Weight
Factor Point Factor Point Factor Point Factor
1/48 411 1/2 533 1/2 651 1/2
1/8 420 1/2 540 1/2 660 1/8
1/4 '421 1 541 1 700 1/8
1/6 422 1/2 542 1 710 1/2
1/8 430 1/2 543 1/2 711 1/2
1/2 431 1 550 1/4 720 1/2
1/2 432 1 551 1/2 721 1
1/4 433 1/2 552 1/4 722 1/2
1/2 440 1/4 600 1/8 730 1/2
1/6 441 1/2 610 1/2 731 1
1/8 442 1/2 611 1/2 732 1/2
1/2 443 1/2 620 1/2 740 1/2
1/2 444 1/12 621 1 741 1/2
1/2 500 1/8 622 1/2 750 1/6
1 510 1/2 630 1/2 800 1/16
1/2 511 . 1/2 631 1 810 1/4
1/4 520 1/2 632 1 811 1/4
1/2 521 1 633 1/4 820 1/4
1/2 522 1/2 640 1/2 821 1/2
1/6 530 1/2 641 1 822 1/8
1/8 531 1 . 642 1/2 830 1/4
1/2 532 1 650 1/2 831 1/3
840 1/8
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V. MANY BODY CALCULATION RELATING NEEL TEMPERATURE TO FIRST 
AND SECOND NEIGHBOR EXCHANGE CONSTANTS
We shall outline the procedure given by Lines'^
to obtain the expression relating the Neel temperature to the
first and second neighbor exchange constants. He begins by
11defining the double-time,temperature-dependent, retarded Green,
function ((A(t) JB(t'))) by
«A(t) ; B(t'))> = -i0(t-t')<[A(t) ,B(t')]_> (38)
where A and B are Heisenberg operators. In this notation, [ ] 
implies a commutator, and ( ) means a thermal average over a 
canonical ensemble, and 9 is the unit step function (equal to 
one for positive values of the argument and zero for negative 
values.). For H not depending explicitly on time, (38) is a function 
of t-t', and we can Fourier transform it with respect to this.
We denote this transform by ((A ; B)) , where the E subscript£
implies the energy (fto>) dependence. The equation of nwtion
satisfied by ((A ; B))_ isE
E«A;B»E = <[A,B]^) + «[ a ,h]_;B»e (39)
The correlation function (B(t')A(t)) is related to the Green's 
function ((A;B))„ byCi
32
where ft = 1.
The Hamiltonian considered is the Heisenberg Hamiltonian 
given by,
H = S 2 j . . l s .  *S. . An equation
. • it i. l
i j J J
of motion is obtained for (<S ;f(S^)S^))^ , which is written in
shortened form ((S^;B)). The function ^CS^) is arbitrary. The
subscript "h" refers to the lattice site of the spin in question*
are the usual spin raising and lowering operators defined in (3).
The spin operators appearing in H are broken up into components
along the x, y, and z directions, and then written in terms of the 
±«S s. The Hamiltonian becomes, upon these substitutions,
H = 2 2 Jij[%(S^sj + S~S+) + S*sJ], .
Equation (39) is considered for
A » S* and B = . (41)
The commutators on the right hand side are computed to be
where we have made use of the usual spin commutation rules,
[Sj.Sj] = ± 6 ^  ; [s+ S-] = 26t .sJ , (42)
plus the fact that J.. = 0, and J. = J . = J. * Therefore ,
jg gJ J-g
1 /T„+E«Sg;B» = -  <[sg,£(Sh)s;i)6gh
+ E 23 «(sV - S^ S^ );B>> (43)
JHg J& O J O j
where, for future references, we define the quantity F,
F = < [s j,  f(S ^ )s ']_ )  . (44)
The right side of (43) contains a Green’s function of higher order.
This is approximated in terms of Green’s function of lower order
12 13through a decoupling procedure introduced by Tyablikov. * Making 
use of the "Tyablikov" decoupling procedure, he writes down
<<S^st;B» = <S*)(<st;B»
g * j (45)
«S*S^;B» = <S*>«S*;B»
o J J o
Substitution of (45) into (43) yields 
Ffi
E«Sg;B» = - ^ +  S 2 J jg[<S*>«S+;B» - <S*>«S+;B»] . (46)
J”g
At this point Lines specializes to a spin order with one direction
34
o£ spin alignment. The lattice is divided into two sublattices, 
one "up" and one "down". The average spin value on each site is 
S for the "up" sublattice and -S for the "down". Let the two 
sublattices be translationally invariant. We can then Fourier 
transform as follows. The following equation
«S+;B» = § <«>
1c
defines G^k for g and h on the same sublattice. If they are on 
opposite sublattices, we have
« S> »  = I J e2 k eik'M  > <48>
The quantity "N" is the total number of spins present, k runs over 
the allowed values in the first Brillouin zone of the magnetic 
lattice. Equations (47) and (48) can be inverted to give,
Glk “ S  <<S^;B» (49)
g-h B
for g and h on the same sublattice, with a similar expression for 
G2k* Choose h to be on the "up" sublattice. Equation (46) is 
next rewritten in terms of the Gk's ,
CE- ^ Glk ° »  + *?G2k <50>
(Ef/iS)G2k « “*SGlk , (51)
35
where
M =  X 2J, [eilc,(J_g)-l] + S 2J (52)
j-8 JS j-g Jg
d *T+ r+ —►
X = E 2J. e1 'j 8' and where (53)
i-g Jg
the "s" on the summation implies j and g are on the same sublattice, 
while the "d" means they are on different ones. Solving (52) and 
(53) for yields
m G  = -2F(E±/is)
W G lk (E-EJ) (EH-EoS) * <54)
where
K  = J  V2 - • (55)o
Equation (54) can be rewritten
F(l+|i/Eo) F(l-/i/Eo)
^irGlk = E -E S + E+E S' * <'56^o o
Next, equations (40), (47), and (48) are combined to yield
2 r ik.(1-h)rr n -ioXt-t')
-t- ii™, “ N ? L lk,W+ie lk,oj-ic -*
(nq+) = lim * r —  k______________________ i_________________
J co/kT .-to e - 1
(57)
Substituting for the G's from equation (56) and making uae of the 
identity
1
36
L..-1, r- " ,, „ ] = -27Ti6 (03 -E ) , we obtain (58)f-H-0 Lw+1€-Ek to-is-E^ J k
yields
i -rT* /”* u\ 1 o iE0S(t-t')
< < >  = |  L  e <S ) ( |)C d -A ) F 2 ^— -----------
8 N k  ^ e o^S/icT - 1
-iE0S(t-f)
+ (1+A) F *fr=--------} t (59)
e ° /kT - 1
where A = ^/EQ-
Making use of the identity
coth (x) - 1 - -j---  (60)
e -1
and taking the limit t-t'-»0, we get 
<BS*> = | S e1^ * (S“k) ^  cotfcC
For g = h, this goes into
E E3
<f(SZ)S“S+> = | FC<A coth <2^ )>k -1} , (62)
2
where we have replaced ” £ by (— which is just the average for
k
k going through the N/2 allowed values in the magnetic first 
Brillouin zone.
In order to arrive at the expression for T^f we just choose 
f(SZ) = 1. Thus, from (44)
F « < [s £ ,S -l>  = <2s£> » 2S , (63)
I
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since h is on the "up" sublattice. Substituting this result for F 
into (62), we obtain
<*£<> = <S(S+1) - (Sz)2 - sz>
= S(S+1) - <(SZ)2) - s 
E S
= S <A coth (2gJ»k - S . (64)
2
At temperatures greater than the Neel temperature Tjj, (Sx ) =
o 2 1
(Sy ) = <SZ ) = -jS(S+l). Substituting this into (64), we get
E S
|s(&fl) = S <A coth ( ^ ) > k .
From the definition of T ,^ as T-*T^  from the antiferromagnetic
side, S-0. Since
E S —
S coch < ^ )  =------- " Y -§--- —
^2kT^~ 3^2kT^ +
2kTN \
, we have
Eo
- <A/Eo>. (65)
3kTH
which is the expression we seek relating to and
Lines applies his result to several spin structures in 
particular. One is face centered cubic with type two antiferro­
magnetic ordering, irfiich is just the case in EuTe. The first step
38
is to evaluate fl and \ in (52) and (53) for this particular 
structure. This just involves performing the nearest neighbor 
sums as before. The result of so doing is.
fl = 4J.Jcos |(kx-ky)+cos |(ky-kz)+cos §(kz"kx)} + 12J2 (66)
\ = 4J^fcos |(k+ky)+cos |(ky+kz)+cos §(kx+kz>}
+ 4J„[cos ak + cos ak + cos ak } . (67)2 x y zJ ' '
If one computes the quantities fj, +■ \ and jj. - X from (66) and (67)
with proper use made of trigonometric identities, the results differ
from those quoted in Lines' paper by minus signs and factors of 1/2
appearing in the arguments of the cosine functions.
Because the region of integration was the same as in the
specific heat calculation, we were able to use the same computer
2 2programs to do the integral. We merely integrate - X ) over
the Brillouin zone numerically and divide by the volume. The
only problem that arose was at about twelve of the 356 points (based
2 2on an eight point grid) the denominator - \ vanishes. This was
taken care of by performing the integral analytically over these
2 2volumes rather than take the value of fi/(H - X ) at the point 
where the denominator vanishes. The way this was carried out was 
to expand the cosine functions about the points in question, keeping 
only up through second order. Then, since we> know the volume of 
each cube in the grid, we construct a sphere about the point, 
whose volume is the same as one of the cubes. The integral is
39
performed in spherical coordinates neglecting terms proportional
to angles, that is, cross terms. Doing the integration in
2
spherical coordinates gives a factor of k from the volume element
2
thereby cancelling the k in the denominator which causes the 
integrand to blow up. The result of doing the integral this way is 
substituted for the'value of the integrand times the volume of 
the cube for these points. We sought those ranges of and J  ^
which would give a Tjj within one half of a degree on either side 
of the experimental 9.81°K. The Neel temperature thus obtained 
turned out to be rather more sensitive to changes in than in 
J .^ For the values
(J /^k) = .07 ± .02°K and (Jg/k) = -.215 ± ,005°K
we obtained T^ = 9.76 ± .41^. This is in quite good agreement 
with the experimental value.
VI. SPIN WAVE SPECTRUM AND MAGNON CONTRIBUTION TO THE SPECIFIC
HEAT OF EUROPIUM SELENIDE
Europium Selenide belongs to the same family of Europium 
Chalcoginides as Europium Telluride, but unlike the latter, its 
spin configuration is not so well defined throughout the temperature 
range of interest. Figure 7, which is reproduced from a paper 
by Zinn^, depicts this. The spin magnetic moments, as in the 
case of EuTe, are constrained to 111 planes. In the absence of 
H^nt (Hj is just the external, applied field minus the 
demagnetizing field), we can get the spin structure by merely 
moving to the left along the T axis. At about 4.6°K we encounter 
a structure which is antiferromagnetic, but with twice the period 
of oscillation as in EuTe, That is, the structure is up, up, down, 
down, up, up, down, down, as we move along the 111 direction, 
compared to up, down, up, down .... As we proceed at about 2.8°K 
we come to a transition to a spin structure which possesses a non­
zero net moment, which we call ferrimagnetic. Its oscillation is
up, up, down, up, up, down. This transition at 2.8°K is consistent
15with a bump in the specific heat results of White at this 
temperature (see Figure 8). However, the specific heat has another 
bump at about 1.9°K, which is attributed to a transition to still 
another spin configuration. There is no evidence as to what this third 
structure is at this time and additional neutron diffraction experiments 
are required.' The only evidence for its existence at present is the peak.
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in the specific heat curve. We have pencilled in a dashed curve 
plus question marks onto Zinn's phase diagram at 1.8°K to 
indicate the possible uncertainty.
The object of the present work is to calculate the spin 
wave dispersion relations for the two known spin structures, and apply 
them to a calculation of the specific heat. The validity of spin 
wave theory in these circumstances is questionable, since we do not 
work in a region of temperatures small compared to the transition 
temperature. It is', however, of interest to examine the predicted 
spectrum, which can in principle be measured by neutron scattering 
techniques, and to see whether consistent results can be obtained 
for the specific heat in spite of these limitations.
I
VII. HAMILTONIAN
Figure 9 shows the spin pattern for the "up, up, down" phase. 
The arrows indicating spin magnetic momenta are shown parallel to 
the crystal z axis, as before, rather than parallel to 111 planes 
for easier visualization. We consider the lattice as made up of 
three sublattices, "a", "b", and "c". Each is characterized by the 
direction of the spin on the sublattice plus the nearest neighbor 
environment of the spins on that sublattice. Table 4 describes the 
situation for each of the three sublattices. As in the case of EuTe 
each atom has 12 nearest neighbors and 6 next nearest neighbors. We 
write down a Hamiltonian which includes Heisenberg exchange between
first and second nearest neighbors plus anisotropy terms.
N/3 6 N/3 3 ,
H = J. £ £ S® • S® + J., £ £ S® * ST. .1 . . - . i i+6 1 . , . , r i+or=l 6=6  ^ i=l 6=62
N/3 3 _ ' N/3 3 . _
+ J. £  £ 3* • S.,R + £  £  S. • S® .1 . . E , 1 i+o 1 . . . . 1 1+0i=l 6=0- i=l 6=6,3 4
N/3 6 . . N/3 3 ,
+ J-, £  £  3? • s.' + J, £ £ s* • s°
1 i=l 6=65 1 1+6 1 i=l 6=66 1 1+6
N/3 3 N/3 3 .
+ J. £  £ Sc. • t* . + J. £  £ S? • S?..
1 i=l 6=6? 1 1+6 i=l 6=6g 1 1+6
N/3 6 N/3 3 ,
+ J. £  £ S? . + J„ £  £  s! - S .
1 i=l 6=69 1 1+6 2 1=1 6=610 1 1+6
N/3 3 N/3 3 .
+ J2 »  = ■ S? * Si+6 + J2 = * Si • *i+61-1 6=«u  1=1 6=a12
N/3 3 . N/3 3 „
+ J2 A  A  S" ’ + A  A1=1 6=6^ 3 i=l 0=614
44
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+ J2 f. n • t* + D1 *= t«L>2 + <SL > 2 + <sL > 25
i— i o=olc i— lIJ '
W/3 » 9 K 9 „ 9
+ D 2 £ t(Siy> + < V  + (Siy) 3 <68>
where N is the total number of spins in the system, and the 
are defined in Table 4.
Transforming to the spin raising and lowering operators,
st = S. ± iS. , l xx iy
we obtain for an S • S term
T l * ^i+6 = ^(SiS(i+6) + 'SiS(i+6)*+ SiS(i+6) *
We now transform to the Holsteln-Primakoff■spin deviation creation 
and destruction operators given by:
= (2S)% (1 - -&■)* a .
v , 8 tfl i
Saj = (2S) aj (1 '  ^
S. V  s ■ a> 3  <69)
stj - <2S>% n  - bj
btb.
sjj = <2« % b+ (1 - -iJ.,*
3* = S - btb.
t>3 3 3
Sf. tftb  (70)
Figure 
9
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CL at the origin has as 
T nearest neighbors
t 2 = |( 1 1 0) t b 
6^  = |( 1-1 0) t a 
6^  = f(-l 1 0) t a
^ - § ( - 1-1 0 ); c
^2 = f ( 0 1 1 ) T b
6^  ® |( 0 1-1) T a
6^  = f ( 0-1 1) T a
? 3 = |( 0-1-1) i c
?2 = f  C 1 0 1) T b
\  = f  ( 1 0-1) T a
6* = |(-1 0 1) r a
t3 = |(-1 0-1) i c
has as next nearest 
neighbors
6^ 0=a( 10 0) t b 
"fi^1=a(-l 0 0) I c 
\ Q=a( 0 1 0) t b
6^ 1=a( 0-1 0) 1 c
t lQ=a( 0 0 1) t b
6*^ =^a( 0 0-1) 1 c
TABLE 4
J- at the origin has as 
T nearest neighbors
r6 - f< i i o) ic
? 5 = f ( 1-1 0) T b
65 = f(-l 1 0 )| b 
= fC-1-1 0) t a 
? 6 = |‘( 0 1 1) i c
65 = f( 0 1-1) T b
6’ = f ( 0-1 1) T b
64 = f( 0-1-1) T a 
T 6 = f( 1 0 1) i c
7 5 = |( 1 0-1) T b
t 5 = |(-1 0 1) t b
6^  = f(-l 0-1) T a
has as next nearest 
neighbors
t13=a( 10 0) I c
t12=a(-l 0 0) T a
■Ti3=a( 0 1 0 ) i c
^12=a( 0-1 0 ) t a
*=a( 0 0 1) 1 c
6^12=8 ( 0 0-1) T a
C at the origin has as 
nearest neighbors
1 ? = |( 1 1 0) 1 a 
tg = §( 1-1 0) 1 c 
T 9 = |C-1 10)! c 
5^ = f(-1-1 0) T b 
? 7 = |( 0 1 1) 1 a 
tg = |( 0 1-1) 1 c
T g = §( 0-1 1) 1 c
f 8 = f( 0-1-1) t b 
t ? = |( I 0 1) t a
t9 = f  ( 1 0-1) i  c
tg = f(-l 0 1) i c
t 8 = f  (-! 0-1) , b
has as next nearest 
neighbors
t u =a( 1 0 0) t a 
T ls=a(-1 0 0) t b 
t l4=a( 0 1 0) t a 
t15=a( 0-1 0) T b 
t 14=a( 0 0 1) t a 
fi^5=a( 0 0-1) T b
where the a's, b's, and c's satisfy [a^,at] = This lets the
4.
spin operators satisfy the proper commutation rules, aja • *-s t^ie
number operator for the number of. spin deviations at site j on the
+  4-"a" sublattice. Similarly forb.b. and c.c«, If the number of
J J J j
spin deviations in the system is small, then we can make the 
approximations
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S+ . « (2S)^ ct 
CJ J
S'. f» (2S)^ c.
CJ 3
SZ, = -S + etc. . (74)
c j  J J
-}•
The significance of a^, for example, is to create a. spin deviation 
at site !,j" on the "a” sublattice.
We now transform to magnon variables which are related to the 
spin deviation operators by.
.3.% n »*lkVXj
ai £ V  1
+ /3n% ^ + ik*x.i
ai ■ <N> S V  * (75)
bi = (l )% E  bk elk'Xl ' (76)k
s %  ■lk" 1k
_ —* —♦
+ /3%% ^ + -ik«x,*
° i =  ¥  I ° k a  1  ’ < 7 7 )
N -*where ^  is the total number of spins on each sublattice, and k runs
over the number of allowed k values in the first magnetic Brillouin
i
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zone. The magnetic Brillouin zone has one third the volume of the 
chemical first zone as can be seen from Figure 9. If C1 = 1/3 C 
then A *  B x C = 3 A • B x C  where A • B x Cf is the volume of 
the paramagnetic first zone. Making these substitutions into 
the Hamiltonian, we get for a typical term,
J. Ns E {-S2 + £ [b.c ei[(q-5)-5l+q-6]
1 i=l 6=66 N kq K q
k q q k
+ e+ v i[<£3> £*►<&*>•*]], .
Performing the sums over direct lattice vectors, and making use 
of the relationship
3 n /3
I . * 6 l = S K,0 ■ <™>
we can rewrite this term as
J1 S C- f  S2 + S S [b, c 6 . e1^ *® + b+c+6 e"iq’® 
1 6=6g 3 kq k q qk k q qk
, i+t, * . + e i-Ck-O’S-n
+ bA 6«k + CnCk ok e -Uq k q q q
Performing the sums over r,q" and making use of the fact that the 
magnon variables satisfy Bose commutation ruleB, we can write this as
i
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J1C-NS2 + S S [b
k
Combining all such terms plus those which arise from the anisotropy 
(which are handled mathematically in the same way), we obtain for 
the Hamiltonian as a function of the magnon variables,
+ -  S (Dx + D2> ,
\  = JjSYj.00 + - 1 2 ^  + S(DX + D2) ,
Bfc = J^CYgCk) + Y5<-fc)] - 12JXS + S(D1 + D2) ,
ck = J1s[Yg(k), + Y9(-k>] + 12J2S + S(DX + d2) ,
Dk = Jl S^ Y2<k) + Y4(-k)] + J2S[Yi0(fc) + Yi2(*k)] »
(79)
where Eq = 4jjNS2 - 2J2HS2 + JjS S ^ 0 0  + Y5(k) + Y9(“k)}
lc
. 3S « x
i
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\ - JiSCy^-k) + Y4(k)] + J2s[Yl0(-k) + Vl2(k)] »
Fk “ Jis^Y3(-k> + Y7<k>] + J2s[Yu (-k) + Y14(k)] »
Gk = JlS^Y3(k) + Y7C-k>] + J2s[Yu <k) + Yu (-k)] ,
\ = Jxs[Y6(-k) + Yg(k)] + J2S[Y13(-k) + Y15<k>] >
Xk = JisCY6Ck) + Y8(-k)] + J2S^Y13(k> + Y15(“k)l »
\  = I (D1 " V  » and
Y • (k) = S  e1^ !  . (80)
fli
Performing the sums indicated in the relationship defining Y^OO 
in (80) we obtain
YxCk> + Yx(“k) " Y5(k> + Y5("k) = Y9(k> + YgC-k)
*  4{cos §(kx“ky ) + cos f ( ky-k z) + cos f ( kx"k z)}  *
Y2<k) + Y4("k) = Y3(“k) + Y?(k) = Yg(k> + Yg("k)
= 2[eiZ(kx+V  + ei-Z < W  + ,
Yio<k> + Y12(“k> “ Yxi(-k> + Y1400 = Y13(k) + Y15(“k>
= 2{eiak« + eiakY + eia kz} , (81)
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where we have made use of the 6's given in Table 4 . Making use 
of these relationships, we can simplify the Hamiltonian to
“ = eo + s f A ^ V k + bkbkl+ ck 4 ck+ ? - k K bk + \ ck + \ CJ
+  \  fakbk +  V k + bk°ki
+  ^  C v - k +  4 at k +  V - k + bkbtk + v - k + °kctfc]}. <82>
where
^  = 4^3(008 §<kx-ky) + COS f<ky‘k2> + COS f^kX"kZ^
- 12JXS + S(D1 + D2) , (83)
Cfc = ^ s C c o s  2( V ky > + coa 2<V kz) + COS 2CW }
+ 12J2S + SCDj^  + D2) , (84)
= 2J1s{e“L2('kx+ky) + + e"i'2'<'kx+kz)}
+ 2J2S{e_iakx + e-iaky + e_iakz} , (85)
and where the S, total spin at each site, equals 7/2. The quantities 
and J2 are the first and second neighbor exchange constants
respectively. We are now ready to diagonalize H. Following the
procedure outlined above in the case of EuTe, we obtain
I
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[aq,H] = S {\<aqV k - V k aq> + Ek(aq< bk - < V q)
+ E- k ' * A Ck • W q )  + V w t k  - "fctkV5
Using Bose commutation rules, we get
A a + E b + E c”** + 2L = fa ,h! ” ■ (86)
q q q q -q q q -q L q J 1 ^ '
Taking the operators that are coupled to a by this procedure,
q
taking their commutators with H, and continuing as before, we 
obtain
A b + E a + E c* + 2L b+ =* fb ,h] = X b , (87)
q q  - q q  q q  q - q ’-q' J q q   ^ '
-C c+ - E a - E b - 2L c » [c+,h] « X C+ , (88)
q q q q - q q  q -q ■ q J q q
-A a+ - E b+ - E c - 2L a = [a+ ,H] = X a+ , (89)q -q q -q -q -q qq L -q* J q -q *
C c + E a+' + E b+ + 2L c+ = Tc ,Hl « X c - (90)q -q q -q -q -q ‘ q q  L -q* J q -q * w  *
-A b+ - E a+ - E c - 2L b “ fb+ ,h] b X b+  * (91)
q -q -q -q q -q q q  L -q* J ^ - q  * v '
In order to have non-trivial solutions, the determinant.of the 
coefficients must vanish,
I
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V Xfl q q
Eq E-q 2Lq 0 0
E-q A -X q q Eq
0 2Lq 0
-Eq -E-q ■c-xn q q 0
0 -2Lq
- 0 (92)
'2Lq 0 0 -A-Xq <3
-E
q
-E-q
0 0 2L
q
Eq E-q c -x
0 -2Lq
0 -E-q -A -Xq q -Eq
tiding by minors, 
wave energies ,
-fc6 + X4 C-12L2 q q q
we obtain the resulting equation for the 
+ C2 - 2E E + 2A2}q q -q q
+ X2C[4A C q q q + 16L2q + 6A2 ■q 2C2j E Eq q -q + [e3 L q+ E3 ][2C --qJL q
- E2 E2 - A4 - 48L4 - 2A2C2 + 8L2C2 + 16A2L2} q - q q  q q q  q q  q q J
+ E2 E2 [4A2 + 4A C + C2 - 36L2] q-q q qq q qJ
+ E E [-AA^C + 16LZG A - 2A2C2 + 96L* - 8LZCZ -8LZA2]q -q q q qqq qq q qq qqJ
+ (-4A -2C„)(E4E +E E4 H(E3+E3 )[l6A L2+2A2C +8L2C ] v q 2 q -q q -q q -q L q q  q q  q qJ
+16L4C2-64L6+32L4A2 - 8L2C2A2+A4C2“4a4L2+(E3+E3 )2 . (93)
q q  q q q  q q q q q q q ' q - q '  v y
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Units of E(k) are degrees Kelvin.
k « Boltzmann's constant,
B
The units of the exchange and anisotropy constants divided hy 
Boltzroam!s constant are degrees Kelvin.
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The three positive solutions to this equation are the 3 branches 
of the spin wave spectrum. Rather than attempt an analytical 
solution for substitution into the specific heat integral, we 
solve this polynomial numerically at each point in the Brillouin 
zone and feed the energies thus obtained into the numerical 
evaluation of the specific heat integral at each point in the zone. 
Figure 10 illustrates these energies as a function of k for the 
directions 100 and 210 for the values of J^ , D^, and Dg
indicated on the graph. One interesting point about these dispersion 
relations is that when we attempt to choose values of and 
other than values for which = "^2* even if values are 
relatively close together in magnitude, we wind up with imaginary 
energies at some points in the zone.
Having obtained the dispersion relations for the tT1 
temperature range, we now calculate them for the tfU spin 
configuration which is illustrated in Figure 11. Table 5 shows 
the nearest neighbor environment for each of the four sublattices 
represented. As in the previous calculation, we write down a 
Hamiltonian including Heisenberg exchange plus anisotropy
i
terms*
j
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TABLE 5
at the origin 
Ahas as nearest 
V neighbor
f( i+j) = 61?f17
►
16£f( i-j) = « 
§C-?+j) = ?16J
a- O A 
2< •* -*>  -  M
f ( tA) - 8 „  j
f ( f.t) - t 16£
fC-i+k) = 61S£
§<-?-£) - 618^  
f ( j+k) - 6,74
A A
2( j-k) ux6
A A
i
a  **+ j
f(-j+k) - 616^
a ^  A  —* |
f(-j-k) •= 818^
has as next
nearest
neighbor
A  h
ai = 619 ♦
A,
a(-'i') = 6m  £
at = a19
A -*
ak = 619
t at the origin has as nearest 
neighbor
a A  A  —•
fc i+j) - «12 $
a ^ A  "i
f( i-j) « 611
tj . A 
2
a A  A
A  -* I
(-1+1) - »u  f  
$
a A A  ^  J .
f( i+U) - • „ $
U  t
|(-i+k) o 6U
f(-i-'fc) = ?,,<$
+ at the origin 
yhas as nearest 
neighbor
a A
-( i+j) = Sy
§< i-1) - 68^
a, 9 ^
4
ft-i-j) - 613
a A  A “•
f(.i-k) -6
a - AA
a ^  a  t*
§( i+k) = 6?
f< i-k) » 66
a, 0.<\ 7 (J)
13
f<  J*4 ) -  «12
f<-i+k) = 66
A  A
1
A A
! < - * & - h i *
f (-)-■£) - 613^
has as next 
nearest 
neighbor
A
ai = 6,,
f( j-ft = 66
a, * A  7 (J
f<-j+k) - *6
8
A
a(-i)
a j ® 14
J
= ?15 <*> 
4
has as next
nearest
neighbor
A  7ai = t>„
■»<-?) - *15 q>
14 $
A -♦
ak = 6
«t-k) - 620 £  a(-k) - ?l5 $
a<-$) = 810 
4 -  89 $  
a(-J) = 6lQ ^
♦ak = 6A  -4
a(-k) = 6
at the origin 
has as nearest 
neighbor
a ^  A
f. i+j)
a A/\
ft i-i)
£  
A
f t - k f t  - 4
$
4
a 
2
a A
fc-i-j)
§( i+k)
3 ^ ^
f( i-k) 
I (-i+k)
a ^  A
ft-i-k) 
f< j+k)
n A  A
f( j-k)
=  6 .
ft-J+k) - «x 4
f t f - W  ’
has as next 
nearest 
neighbor
A  -*
ai = 54
t
t
a(-t)=85 $
• t- *4 £
a<-$ = ts £
a
A  —*
ak = 6
10 ^  a(-k) = 65
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N/4 6
1 i=l 6=6-
j, s  s  s* * sJ+5 +  J , T  E  S? • Sb
N/4 3
1i=l 6=62 ^  ~1+6
N/4 3 _
+ J, E E S®
1 1=1 6= 63 1
+ J2 T  S s° . 1J
i4<> 2 1=1 6=6, 1 1+64
N/4 3 
+  J- S  E
1=1 6= 65 1
a N/4 6 ,
1+6 1 1=1 6=6* 1 6
1+6
Ni4 J -b+ J, £  £  s.
i=l 6=6? 1
-c S/4 3
Si+6 + J1 S S s- ' SL.
1+6 1 i=l 6=6 g 1 1+6
N/4 3 _b N/4 3
1+5
N/4 6 N/4 3
N/4 3 N/4 3
* ' 1  £  6l ^  • < «  +  '2 £  6l ,  ^  ’ S
■2C -^ d
i+6
13 14
N/4 3 n /4 6 , .
+ J, £ . S s? • 1* + J. £  £  s? •
2 1=1 8=6 1 1+S 1 1=1 6=6 1 1+6
N/4 3 N/4 3 rjd -ic
N/4 3 n /4 3
+ J9 E E s. * sf , + J9 E E -£d -jc
2 1=1 6=6W  1 1+6 2 1-1 6=620 Si ' Sl+d
61
N/4
+ Di £  t<sL >2 + < > 2 + <0 2 + < > 2i
N/4
+ Dl i-i t(Siy)2 + (siy)Z + (siy^ + (siy5^  C94)
,b . 2 .c .2 ,d
As before we make the Holstein-Primakoff transformations, this 
time for the 4 sublattices,
a+
= (2S)% (1 - - ^ ) % Sj « (2S)% ftj 
a+a
Saj = (2S)^ a* (1 - ~ ^ 1)^ w (2S)^ at
S . = 
aj
+
S - a .a .
J J
(95)
btb.
bj = (2S)^ (1 - b^ w (2S)% b.
Sbj " (2S)% bt <1 - ■ ^ i)% « (2S)% bt
Sbj
4.
S - btb. 
j J
(96)
+c .c-
S , =
cj
(2S)^ c+ (1 - ^ - ) *  w (2S)% c+
+c.c.
5‘j » (2S)% (1 - *4s1)%cj~(2S)% Cj
z +
Scj = -S+ CjCj (97)
and then to magnon variables:
ai - ¥ ? \ e
+ _ ,4.% „ + ik«Xi 
ai - ¥  1 (99)
b. = 4)% s b,_ e-ik*xi
i NN - k k
= ^  K  *ik'Xi (100)
ai ■ <i>% = \  *ik'Xi
4  = <|>% J  «+ e-^-i
k
(101)
« i ■ < t > * = \  * l k ' X i
j+ - A \ %  v  /& *7^**4 
di - (N> £ \  e 1 (102)
Carrying the calculation out as before, making use of some of the 
results of the tfi spin arrangement calculation, plus the
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relation
/ N 4^ -v - 4 ~ xK*xi -- ±s e = 6g>0 , (103)
and finally of the fact that the magnons obey Bose commutation 
relations, we arrive at an expression for H in terms of the magnon 
variables
H = Eo + S E ( A j ^ + b ^ + c ^ + d ^ ]
k
+ Bk[\bt+4V\<-k\] + B-ktakbk+ckdk+akdk+0kbk]
+ c[=ka-k+akatk+bkb-k+bkbtk+ckc-k+ckctk+dkd-k+dkdtk^> no4>
where
Eq = 6NS2Jx + S S  C24Ji + 2 (Dl + D2)} , (105)
k
Aj^  = ^{cos |(kx-ky) + cos f(kx-kz) + cos f(ky-kz)}
- 12Jt + (Dx + D2) , (106)
Bk = 2J1Ceil^x+V  + e1!^-**) + e ^ V 4^ }
+ 2J2 (eiakx + eiaky + eiakz} » (107)
C - | (Dx - D2) . (108)
The nearest neighbor sums were performed as before using the 
nearest neighbor vectors given in Table 5 . Following the usual 
procedure for diagonalizing H, we obtain
\ = A a + B d+ + B b + 2Ca+ (109)S q q q q q - q q  -q v '
- d+ » -A d+ - B o' - B a - 2Cd (110)S q q q q q - q q  -q
I b = A b + B a + B c+ + 2Cb + (111)S q q q q q - q q  -q
\ c+ = -A c+ - B b - B d+ - 2 Cc (112)S q q q q q -q q -q '
\ a* ® -A a+ -B b+ - B d - 2Ck (113)S -q -q -q -q -q q -q q
~ c = A c + B d + B b+ + 2Cc+ (114)S -q -q -q -q -q q -q q
~ b+ = -A b + - B c - B a+ - 2Cb (115)
S -q -q -q . -q ~q q -q q
| d  *= A d + B a + + B c  + 2Cd+ , (116)S -q -q -q -q -q q -q q
where A^ = before, *-n order for non-trivial solutions to
exist, we require that the determinant of the coefficients vanish. 
This will give the spin wave energies, X.
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SA -X 
q
2CS SB
-q
0 0 0 SB
q
0
-2CS -SA -X
q
0 -B S
-q
0 0 0 -B S
q
B S
q
0 SA -X 
q
2CS 0 SB
-q
0 0
0 -B S
q
-2CS -SA -X
q
-B S -q 0 0 0
0 0 0 SB
q
SA -X
q
2CS 0 SB
-t
0 0 -B S
q
0 -2CS -SAq-X -B S
-q
0
-B S
-q
0 0 0 0 . -B S
q
-SA -X
q
-2CS
0 SB
-q
0 0 SB
q
0 2CS SA ->
q
Solving this for X analytically without errors is prohibitive. 
Hence a method for doing this numerically at each point in the 
zone was applied. This was accomplished as follows. The above 
determinant is just a polynomial in X, which we designate by f(X)>
f(X) = aQ + a^X + + a^  + a^X^ + a^ X** +
+  B y  A i +  B g X  .
Evaluating f for X = 0 , ± l , ± 2 , ± 3 , ±  %°K, yields nine simultan­
eous equations for the nine coefficients of the polynomial, a^ ,
s'
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
r *s
ao
r 'n
f(0)
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 al f(l)
1 -1 1 -I 1 -1 1 -1 1 a2 f(-l)
1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 a3 f(2)
1 -2 4 -8 16 -32 64 -128 256 a4
- £(-2)
1 1/2 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 1/64 1/128 1/256 a5 f(%)
1 -1/2 1/4 -1/8 1/16-1/32 1/64-1/128 1/256 a6 H-h)
1 3 9 27 81 243 729 2187 6561 a7 f (3)
1 -3
k
9 -27 81 -243 729 -2187 6561
s
a8 
^ >
f<-3)
The column matrix on the right hand side is easily obtained on
the computer by numerical evaluation o£ the determinant for the
indicated values of X. All that remained was to solve these nine
simultaneous equations numerically on the computer and with the
resulting coefficients obtain the spin wave energies by numerical
evaluation of the polynomial. As we did these calculations
numerically, we discovered that the coefficients a ,^ of the
polynomial were real for all i, and were zero for odd i, to the
accuracy of the numerical methods of the computer. In the case
of EuTe and the up, up, down structure in EuSe, a^ was identically
real for all i and identically zero for odd i. Thus the
2
polynomial turned out to be quartic in X , and the solutions 
pairwise equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. We discard 
the negative values as spurious, and are left with the four 
positive energies which constitute the four branches of the spin 
wave spectrum. This is illustrated in Figure 12 . Again we have
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The units of E(k) are degrees Kelvin.
kg = Boltzmann's constant
Figure 12
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E(k) plotted for the 100 and 210 directions. Included is that
part of the energy curves which lie in the second magnetic
Brillouin zone along the 100 direction. The first zone boundary
2n 3in this direction is at —  (—,0,0), which on our grid is the3 O
point 300. Now, since ^ [“ (1»1,1)] which is 222 on this grid, 
locates a reciprocal lattice point, and hence is a reciprocal 
lattice vector, and since two points in k space differing by a 
reciprocal lattice vector are equivalent, as we move from 400 
to 600 we are equivalently moving from 2-2-2 to 4-2-2.- This is 
true because, for example, 400 is separated from 2-2-2 by the 
reciprocal lattice vector -2-2-2, and so for the others. Even 
though in the 100 direction the energies increase in the second 
zone above the values they have in the first zone, these 100- 
direction-second-zone energies will appear in the first zone along 
some other direction. For each point in the second zone it is 
possible to find an equilvanet point in the first zone.
Given these dispersion relations, we now calculate the spin 
wave contribution to the specific heat. We proceed in the same 
fashion as in the case of EuTe. For the up, up, down temperature 
range, the volume of the unit magnetic cell in direct space is 
three times that of the chemical unit cell (see Figure 9 ).
Hence the Brillouin zone for the magnetic structure has one third 
the volume of that for the chemical structure. Again, we 
integrate over the paramagnetic zone for convenience. However, 
we must check the k dependence of the spin wave energies for the 
two magnetic structures in order to make sure that we have the
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correct irreducible part of the zone for the specific heat 
integral.
Equation 93 which has as its solutions the spin wave energies,
carries in its coefficients their k dependence. The
functions and have the same periodicity in the zone as those
we encountered in EuTe. However, E^ does not. It appears in
the coefficients coupled to E_^ only in the factors
E E  , (EE )2, <E 3 + E3 ), E E  (E 3 + E 3), and (E 3 + E3 )2. q -q q -q q -q q -q q -q q -q
Thus it is needed to examine the functions E E  , and
q -q
3 3E + E to discover the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone q -q
3 3for this structure. If we compute E^E ^ and (E^  + E from the 
definition of E^ , the wave vector dependence will appear in the 
resulting expressions as factors G^ , of the following functional 
form,
G± = cos f(kx-ky) + cos |(ky-kz) + cos f(kx-kz) ,
G2 = cos §(k+k ) + cos §(k +kz) + cos ~(k+kz) ,
G-, = cos ak + cos ak + cos ak , 3 x y z
G, = cos a(k -k ) + cos a(k -k ) + cos a(k -k ) .4 v x y7 v x z7 ' y z7 *
Gc = cos a(k +k ) + cos a(k +k ) + cos a(k +k )5 v x y7 ' y z7 ' x z
G, 13 cos 2ak + cos 2 ak + cos 2ak , 6 x y z ’
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Gy = COS |(3k+ky) + cos f ( kx+3ky) + cos § (3ky+k2)
+ cos |(ky+3kz) + cos - (3kx + k^) + cos §(kx+3kz) »
G8 - cos |(2kz+kx+ky) + cos |(2k+ky+kz) + cos |(2ky+kx+kz> ,
G0 = cos “ (2k -k -k ) + cos ^(2k -k -k ) + cos 4(2k -k -k ).9 2 x y zy 2 z x y 2 ' y x z 7
G^, Gjj and Gg are the same functions that appeared in the EuTe
case, so we need not worry about them. It is obvious that G^ ,
Gg, and Gg will have the same periodicity as G^ , G^i and Gg.
Therefore on the basis of G^ through Gg, the same portion of the
zone as was used in the case of EuTe, namely 1/12^ of the whole
zone, will be the irreducible part for the spin wave energies.
All we need do is discover the k periodicity of G^, Gg, and
Gg. We do this in exactly the same way as was done before,
namely, construct a table with the absolute values of the
arguments of"the cosines evaluated at an arbitrary point of V ,s
t i lthe 1748 which is the irreducible part for Gg. We then go
down the list to see which points are equivalent and hence how 
tilmany of the 1/48 1 s will be needed to build up the irreducible
part of the zone for this type of k dependence. Table 6
gives the entries for G^ through G^. This table is set up like 
Table 2 in that the 48 points are arranged as you move down the 
column just as they are in Table 2 . Thus comparing the numbers 
oh the far right of each table Bhows the functions in each one to
TABLE 6
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have the same periodicity. Therefore our region of integration 
is the same as before, only now the volume of the magnetic Brillouin 
zone is 1/3 that of the chemical zone. This must be taken 
account of in the volume in the denominator of the specific heat 
integral.
As far as the periodicity of the spin wave energies for the 
up, up, down, down structure is concerned, we see from 
equation 117 that the functions depending on k appearing in the 
dispersion relation are A^, B ,^ and B^,which are defined in 
(106) and (107). presents no problem because it has the same 
periodicity as we encountered in the spin wave energies in the case o£ 
EuTe. B^ , however,will have terms proportional to
and
dos f(kx+ky> + cos f 1(kx+kz> + cos f 1tky+kz> »
cos ak + cos ak •+ cos ak , x y z *
sin 4(k +k ) + sin —(k +k ) + sin -f (k +k ) 2 x yy 2 x z 2 y z
sin ak + sin ak + sin ak . x y z
The first two, as we saw earlier, appeared in the dispersion 
relation for EuTe and have known periodicity. The last two, 
however, must be examined. We construct a table as was done 
in the case of EuTe, to discover their periodicity. Similar 
considerations apply here as did before in constructing the table,
I
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except that we must take account of the fact that the sine is an 
odd function. Thus, the arguments of the sine functions must be 
equal, not merely in magnitude as in the case of the cosines, 
but in sign also, for the k components appearing as arguments 
to locate an equivalent point in k space. We need not 
construct a new table to do this. The entries in columns 2-7 of 
Table 2 will suffice if we drop the absolute value bars. When this 
is done, the points labeled 1-48 in Table 2,will be of eight types:
Table 7
1. 1 9. 3 17. 7 25. 4 33. 7 41. 8
2. 1 10. 4 18. 7 26. 3 34. 7 42. 8
3. 1 11. 3 19. 3 27. 4 35. 5 43. 7
4. 1 12. 4 20. 4 28. 3 36. 6 44. 7
5. 1 13. 5 21. 2 29. 2 37. 8 45. 6
6. 1 14. 6 22. 4 30. 2 38. 8 46. 5
7. 2 15. 5 23. 2 31. 6 39. 8 47. 6
8. 2 16. 6 24. 3 32. 5 40. 8 48. 5
Thus to do the integral for this spin structure, we can do just
as we did for EuTe, namely, construct the irreducible part of the
tilzone by piecing together the 1/48 's which have the same 
periodicity as (20), except that now we require 8 pieces.
Any 8 from the set in Table 7 will do as long as each is of a 
different type. We choose x,y,z;.-x,y,z; -x,-y,z; -x,-y,-z;
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-x,-z,y; -y,-z,x; -y,x,z; and -z,x,y, which are types 1, 2, 5, 8,
6, 7, 3, and 4 respectively.
The specific heat was calculated as before taking account 
of the fact that when in the up, up, down temperature range the 
magnetic Brillouin zone has 1/3 the volume of the chemical zone, 
while in the up, up, down, down range the volume is 1/4 of that 
of the chemical zone.
In his paper, Zinn quotes values of the first and second
^1 o ^2 oneighbor exchange constants of -j£- w .095 K and -.100 K.
These values are based on molecular field theory, which as we
have seen in the case of EuTe is not extremely accurate. Now,
since the spin structure below 1.8°K is not known, we assumed it
to be up, up, down. According to Zinn*s diagram, it is so.
However, if White is correct in attributing the bump in his
specific heat curve at 1,8°K to a transition to yet another
structure, it will not be. Figure 8 shows White's experimental
curve with our calculated specific heat values for the exchange
and anisotropy constants indicated on the graph. We were
actually able to reproduce the specific heat curve for the
temperature range from ,6°K to 1.6°K for
D
Y  : -,15°K - -,07°K
as
Y  : - . 1432°K -. 0632°K
and for the range from 1*9°K to 2.7°K by
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*1
r- t .13°K - ,i7°K
as
~  : -,13°K — ,17°K
D.
, 12°K -,06°K
D_2
k ,11°K -.05°K
As the exchange constants increase in magnitude, the anisotropy 
constants must in general decrease in order to maintain the fit 
to the specific heat curve. We begin with values of and J  ^
which are not too far removed from those predicted by molecular 
field theory. The values quoted by Zinn give a fit to the 
experimental specific heat curve between 1.9°K and 2.7°K which 
is too high, unless we let and become bigger in magnitude 
than the exchange constants. This is unreasonable, because the 
Heisenberg exchange part of the Hamiltonian gives the bigger 
contribution,to the energy. In the EuTe calculation we 
found that letting and Dg -* 0 had only small effect on the
specific heat curve. Thus we want values of and Dg which
are generally smaller in magnitude than and J^ .
In the region 3°K - 4°K our theoretical specific heat curve 
was not steep enough to reproduce the experimental curve for the 
values of the exchange and aniBotropy constants in the neighbor­
hood, of those quoted in Figure 8 . Probably spin wave theory 
breaks down in this range because we are getting close to the 
Neel temperature, « 4.6°K.
Unfortunately there has been much less work done on EuSe 
than on EuTe. If we had values of the spin wave energies at thej
i
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center of the zone, as in the case of EuTe, from antiferromagnetic 
resonance measurements, for example, we could pin down the values 
of and more precisely and hence get at and better 
through the specific heat calculation. Until more experimental 
work is done, both to discover the spin structure below 1.6°K 
and the values of the anisotropy constants, we shall have to 
content ourselves with the wide range of values of J ,^ J ,^ D ,^ 
and D2 which will reproduce the specific heat curve.
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